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Introduction

h e R e  A R e  T w o  S C e n e S  of life in the middle of the last century on 
and near the Grand Concourse in the borough of the Bronx in the city of 
New York.

1 • 2
One scene takes place a few years after the Second World War in a tiny 
candy store called Philly’s, on Sheridan Avenue near 165th Street, just 
east of the broad, tree-lined boulevard that cut a majestic north-south 
swath through the borough. It is a September afternoon, and the place is 
jammed. Children are lined up along the lunch counter and bunched to-
gether near the candy counter, agonizing over what to choose among an 
array of liberty streamers, twizzlers, and malted milk balls. A trio of house-
wives, laden with shopping bags from Alexander’s and Loehmann’s, the 
emporiums up on Fordham Road, stop by to grab a quick cup of coffee 
before heading home, most likely to an apartment with a sunken living 
room and wraparound windows in one of the smart Art Deco buildings 
that line the neighborhood’s main thoroughfare.

With Yom Kippur just a week away, some of these shopping bags con-
tain the black suede pumps and mid-calf-length dresses of crackly black 
faille being featured in the better department stores, perfect for High Holy 
Day services at one of the many local synagogues. A couple of women are 
probably comparing notes on The Next Voice You Hear, a tear-jerker star-
ring James Whitmore that is playing at the palatial Loew’s Paradise, the 
Bronx’s four-thousand-seat re-creation of an Italian Baroque garden south 
of Fordham Road. Other conversations might strike a more anxious tone. 
The Korean War is raging half a world away, and though the generals pre-
dict that the enemy will soon fold, the Fordham University ROTC has 
just added 177 recruits to its ranks.

As people familiar with the rhythms of Philly’s will recall decades later, 
a balding bachelor named Mersch generally occupies a perch at the far 
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end of the lunch counter, one ear cocked to catch the rising and falling din 
of the ball game on the radio. Down the hill, the neighborhood’s sainted 
Yankees are battling the Detroit Tigers for the American League champi-
onship, and local hopes are riding high, though with the nation’s premier 
baseball team literally in their backyard, few people can remember a time 
when they aren’t. On the next seat down, a child named Richie Sherwin 
cracks ferocious bubbles with his gum and pores over his baseball cards, 
occasionally lifting his head to demand, “Hey, Mersch, you gonna take us 
to the game next week?” In the phone booth, a guy is making book.

Behind the counter, Rita Barish, the owner’s wife, feverishly dishes out 
small blocks of halvah and whips up an endless procession of eggs creams, 
malteds, and ice cream sundaes; by day’s end, the musty store will be suf-
fused with the intoxicating aroma of hot fudge, and Rita’s cheeks will be 
flushed with perspiration. As she works, her husband, Phil, futilely tries to 
keep the smaller boys from blowing soda straw wrappers across the store 
and the bigger boys from riffling through the girlie magazines, publications 

Rita and Phil Barish, mainstays of Philly’s candy store just off the Grand  
Concourse on Sheridan Avenue. At left, the man everyone called Mersch, a  
longtime Philly’s regular. (Private collection)
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that will look tame to a later generation but strike the boys of 1950 as un-
bearably racy. Phil is worrying, too, about the impromptu stickball game 
taking place on the patch of sidewalk outside the front door. “One day,” he 
mutters to himself, “a ball’s gonna come flying through the window, and 
boy, will somebody be sorry!”

In the evening, people from the neighborhood may stop by for a pint 
of Breyer’s ice cream, or a frappe to round off supper, while the rest of 
the family listens to Duffy’s Tavern on the radio or watches The Goldbergs 
on television, still something of a novelty in many homes. Molly Gold-
berg, the memorable Bronx housewife with the thick Yiddish accent and 
dark hair piled atop her head, is a particular favorite. Though the character 
is purely imaginary, the creation of a savvy writer and producer named 
Gertrude Berg, the lulling texture of her days, not to mention her ficti-
tious address—1038 East Tremont Avenue—strikes a powerful chord 
with her West Bronx listeners. Still later, the regulars will come trooping 
into Philly’s, men content to linger for an hour or more, sipping sodas in 
summer, hot chocolate in winter, and puffing thirty-five-cent Gold Label 
cigars until the night-owl News and the Daily Mirror—two cents in those 
days—hit the streets.

1 • 2
The other scene also takes place on a day in September, but fifteen years 
earlier and a world removed from the cozy little dramas enacted within 
the sweet-smelling walls of Philly’s candy store. This scene was christened 
the Bronx Slave Market by Marvel Cooke, a black investigative reporter 
who went undercover to describe its operations for the Crisis, a publica-
tion of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People 
and one of the few that speaks directly to a minority audience. The street-
corner job mart, in nearly every respect a ghastly mirror image of a tradi-
tional employment bureau, operates at several locations, one of which sits 
at 167th Street, just a few blocks west of the Grand Concourse. “Rain or 
shine, hot or cold, you will find them there,” Cooke subsequently wrote of 
the scene she witnessed this late-summer day,

Negro women, old and young—sometimes bedraggled, sometimes 
neatly dressed—but with the invariable paper bundle, waiting expec-
tantly for Bronx housewives to buy their strength and energy for an 
hour, two hours, or even for a day at the munificent rate of fifteen, 
twenty, twenty-five, or, if luck be with them, thirty cents an hour. . . . 
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She who is fortunate (?) enough to please Mrs. Simon Legree’s scru-
tinizing eye is led away to perform hours of multifarious household 
drudgeries. Under a rigid watch, she is permitted to scrub floors on 
her bended knees, to hang precariously from window sills, clean-
ing window after window, or to strain and sweat over steaming tubs 
of heavy blankets, spreads and furniture covers. Fortunate indeed is 
she who gets the full hourly rate promised. Often her day’s slavery is 
rewarded with a single dollar bill or whatever her unscrupulous em-
ployer pleases to pay. More often, the clock is set back for an hour or 
more. Too often she is sent away without any pay at all.

Among the regulars is an outspoken young woman named Millie Jones, 
and the windows that wrapped around the corners of the Art Deco apart-
ment houses on the Grand Concourse are particular instruments of tor-
ture. “Mrs. Eisenstein had a six-room apartment lighted by fifteen win-
dows,” Millie Jones tells Cooke. “Each and every week, believe it or not, I 
had to wash every one of those windows. If that old hag found as much as 
the teeniest speck on any one of ’em, she’d make me do it over.”

The exigencies of observant Jewish life prove no more forgiving. The 
young woman adds,

Say, did you ever wash dishes for an Orthodox Jewish family? Well, 
you’ve never really washed dishes, then. You know, they use a differ-
ent dishcloth for everything they cook. For instance, they have one for 
“milk” pots in which dairy dishes are cooked, another for glasses, an-
other for vegetable pots, another for meat pots, and so on. My mem-
ory wasn’t very good, and I was always getting the darn things mixed 
up. I used to make Mrs. Eisenstein just as mad. But I was the one who 
suffered. She would get other cloths and make me do the dishes all 
over again.

Edith Gumbs, a small, sturdily built woman who was born in the British 
Virgin Islands, did not arrive in New York City until the late 1930s, and so 
was not present the day Cooke showed up in the Bronx with her reporter’s 
notebook. Still, Edith Gumbs knows this face of the Grand Concourse 
well. Every day for years, she has been leaving her apartment in Harlem 
at five in the morning and walking fifty blocks up to the Bronx—at the 
end of the day she will retrace her footsteps—where she earns five dollars 
for eight hours of scrubbing the parquet floors and scouring the pots and 
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pans of the boulevard’s doctors, judges, furriers, and other well-heeled res-
idents. To make the strongest first impression when being given the once-
over by prospective employers, she wears a nice coat and her best hat.

By the time the Gumbses move to Morrisania, a working-class com-
munity east of the Grand Concourse, Edith’s son, Bob, has already started 
collecting his own notions about the street where his mother spent so 
many wearying hours. The lessons of de facto segregation as practiced in 
the North are being indelibly etched in his mind. When the boys he hangs 
out with so much as set foot on the boulevard, the police promptly shoo 
them away, sometimes reaching for their guns even before the boys have 
turned and fled. The day Bob Gumbs’s uncle came to the neighborhood 
in search of an apartment, he was reminded in no uncertain that the street 
was reserved for whites only. “And on Sundays,” Gumbs recalled half a 
century later, “when we used to take walks to the Grand Concourse, the 
only black person I ever saw was a super coming out of a basement with a 
garbage can over his head.”

1 • 2
The Grand Boulevard and Concourse, the four-and-a-half-mile-long, 
182-foot-wide thoroughfare completed in 1909 and built originally to ac-
commodate fast horses and horse-drawn carriages, was from the first far 
more than just another street. An engineering marvel nearly two decades 
in the making, the Grand Concourse was the creation of a brilliant and 
almost dreamily idealistic Frenchman whose greatest American achieve-
ment was strongly reminiscent of the famed Champs Elysees in Paris, a 
detail that generations of residents invariably mentioned when extolling 
the place where they lived.

The boulevard was born at a moment when the borough’s popula-
tion and prestige were poised to explode, a moment of all but tangible 
optimism and seemingly unlimited possibilities. Almost from the first, 
the street had a mythical significance. For huge numbers of upwardly 
mobile Jews, and from the early 1920s through the late 1950s, the 
Grand Concourse represented the ultimate in upward mobility and was 
the crucible that helped transform hundreds of thousands of first- and 
second-generation Americans—mostly Jewish but also Irish and Italian, 
along with smatterings of other nationalities—from greenhorns into solid 
middle-class Americans. Immigration was remaking the city and the na-
tion in profound ways during those years, and it was to the Grand Con-
course and similar destinations that countless immigrants aspired. The 
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newcomers themselves rarely made their way to the boulevard proper. But 
with increasing force and velocity, the generations that came after them 
escaped the congestion and squalor of the Lower East Side, heading first 
to the tenement apartments of the East Bronx and finally to the smart and 
spacious precincts of the West Bronx.

As was the case with other important New York City thoroughfares—
West End Avenue in Manhattan is a notable example—the very name 
Grand Concourse was synonymous with the idea of making it in America. 
Over and over, the American Dream was reenacted along its broad flanks, 
so often that the words Grand Concourse came to embrace not just a street 
but a way of life. It was no accident that novelists such as Avery Corman 
and E.L. Doctorow, two notable sons of the West Bronx, portrayed both 
the street and its world so eloquently in their fiction and that celebrated 
Bronxites ranging from director Stanley Kubrick to pop singer Eydie 
Gorme were forever linked to the geography of their childhoods. “My dear, 
it was Paradise!” the film critic Judith Crist once said a bit breathlessly in a 
conversation about coming of age in the neighborhood. She was speaking 
about the borough’s celebrated movie theater, of course, but in a very real 
sense her words embraced the whole of her West Bronx girlhood.

The Concourse, as it was affectionately known, represented for many 
people a true street of dreams, an unblemished symbol of having un-
equivocally arrived. Those who could not make it to the street itself lived 
proudly nearby in its reflected glory, sometimes literally in its shadow, be-
cause the boulevard sat atop a steep ridge, and the sleek Art Deco apart-
ment houses along its edges towered over the lower-lying structures on 
the side streets.

Although the planning and architectural accomplishments that defined 
this part of the city often received short shrift by virtue of their location 
far from Manhattan, these achievements were nonetheless considerable. 
With their sunken living rooms, airy corner windows, and stylishly at-
tired doormen, the Art Deco buildings of the West Bronx represented the 
ultimate in both urbanity and modernity. Nor were they the neighbor-
hood’s only jewels. At the famed Concourse Plaza Hotel, on the boule-
vard at 161st Street, the powerful Bronx Democratic organization feted 
senators and presidents, and the best bar mitzvahs and wedding recep-
tions were held in lavish ballrooms adorned with flocked crimson wallpa-
per and hung with crystal chandeliers. At Loew’s Paradise, a populist pal-
ace erected at a moment when Hollywood reigned as the ultimate dream 
factory, real goldfish swam in a marble fountain, and décor included ten 
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thousand dollars’ worth of artificial birds and a ceiling ablaze with twin-
kling stars and drifting clouds.

At Temple Adath Israel, at the corner of 169th Street, one of the ma-
jestic Jewish houses of worship along the Grand Concourse, prayers were 
sung for a time by a silvery-voiced young cantor named Richard Tucker, 
who became a leading operatic tenor of his era. Fordham Road, which 
bisected the Grand Concourse midway, was the Bronx’s answer to Fifth 
Avenue. At 161st Street, just steps to the west of the boulevard and so 
close that you could hear the cheering when Babe Ruth or DiMaggio hit a 
home run, sat the fabled Yankee Stadium, home of the powerhouse team 
whose members roamed the neighborhood like gods.

Like many memory-glazed places, this one had its nightmare elements. 
Although it is easy to romanticize the life lived on and near the boulevard, 
that life had a darker side. It could suffocate as powerfully as it could nur-
ture. The passage to adulthood, never uncomplicated, was no less treach-
erous for a young person living in a handsome apartment building on a 
prestigious street. For every garment-factory owner who basked in the at-
tainment of his bourgeois dreams, a budding poet was suffocated by the 
relentlessly middle-class values that engulfed him. The emphasis on mate-
rial success that pervaded this world left little room for the eccentric, the 
nonconformist, the late bloomer, or the overly sensitive. “If you admired 
a sunset,” said the Bronx-born cartoonist and writer Jules Feiffer, who es-
caped the borough of his birth as fast as he could, “everyone assumed you 
were gay.” If you wanted to write sonnets rather than practice medicine, 
you were probably in the wrong place. Many people wouldn’t have lived 
there for the world. Others spent a lifetime trying to escape.

1 • 2
For nearly half a century, the main identity of the Grand Concourse and 
its neighborhood was that of a mecca for immigrants and their offspring, 
and in this respect the area’s fortunes are a key strand in the story of the 
American city. But the boulevard and its surroundings encapsulate that 
story in another way. One day they were intact, and seemingly the next 
they collapsed, shattered like fragile crystal; at least that was the tradi-
tional narrative, one that only decades later was examined in more critical 
and nuanced fashion. Beginning in the early 1960s, and almost overnight, 
or so many longtime residents felt, the West Bronx was transformed from 
a stable middle-class community into a tumultuous, frightening place in-
habited largely by poor and sometimes dysfunctional newcomers. Crime 
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and jagged-edged social disorder, much of it born of drug addiction, raked 
the streets and their inhabitants—both old-timers and newcomers—like 
splinters of broken glass.

The litany of troubles is in many respects sadly familiar: Because of a 
complex web of deep-seated social, economic, and political forces that 
were operating throughout New York City and echoing far beyond, low-
income blacks and Puerto Ricans from the South Bronx began moving 
north and west into neighborhoods that had previously been socially co-
hesive, economically sturdy, and, most significant in the eyes of many who 
lived in those areas, almost entirely white. As the challenge of responding 
to these changes intensified, municipal indifference seeped into deliberate 
neglect and combined with dubious and often criminal real estate prac-
tices to rip apart an already fraying social fabric.

Steps away from the Art Deco beauties along the Grand Concourse, ar-
son became so commonplace that the night sky seemed perpetually ablaze. 
The increase in disarray and violence—in an area once largely free of both—
gave birth to a never-quite-disguised racism that in many eyes had been 
lurking just below the surface. Anxiety tumbled into panic. If one apartment 
was burglarized, the tale was repeated so often that a hundred apartments 
seemed to have been ransacked. If one shopkeeper was held up at gunpoint, 
the stories swirling around the neighborhood suggested that every owner of 
a local business had been mugged. Truth blended with rumor, and the truth 
was bad enough: the Forty-fourth Police Precinct, which covered a neighbor-
hood directly west of the Grand Concourse, at one point had the unhappy 
distinction of reporting more crime than any other precinct in the city.

In the late 1950s, when the Cross Bronx Expressway began slicing 
through the West Bronx, deeply rooted communities on either side of the 
Grand Concourse were literally ground underfoot. In 1968, when Co-op 
City opened the first of more than fifteen thousand apartments in the 
northeast Bronx, many residents felt as if a sluice gate had opened. Almost 
single-handedly, Co-op City appeared to drain the lifeblood from the 
Grand Concourse. Entire buildings seemed to move en masse.

Though the solid apartment houses along the boulevard largely escaped 
the fires that raged through the borough’s southern portion, their popula-
tions turned over almost 100 percent. As out-migration increased, build-
ing after building on the side streets and the streets parallel to the Grand 
Concourse were abandoned, along with notable structures on the boule-
vard itself. Other storied institutions on the Grand Concourse slipped into 
decay. By the 1970s, much of the West Bronx was unrecognizable, even to 
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those who remembered the place as it had been just a few years earlier. 
The entire southern half of the boulevard and the communities along it 
were slapped with the label “South Bronx”—a synonym for the bleakest, 
most hopeless urban devastation.

In its despair, the Grand Concourse was not alone. Harlem, Central 
Brooklyn, and parts of cities around the country experienced similar up-
heaval. Yet unique to the Grand Concourse and the adjacent neighbor-
hoods was the speed with which convulsive change occurred—at least the 
speed with which longtime residents experienced that change. The trans-
formation seemed to arrive so suddenly that it felt almost apocalyptic in 
its scope and impact.

On the heels of these traumatic changes came a desperate search for ex-
planations. Was the culprit Co-op City, so often cited as the villain of the 
piece? Was it the Cross Bronx Expressway, as Robert Caro argued power-
fully in his 1974 biography of Robert Moses, the visionary urban planner 
who built the highway so loathed in the borough it bisected? Was it articles 
in local newspapers about the changing racial makeup of the West Bronx and 
the consequent departure of so many longtime residents, articles that would 
be quoted verbatim four decades after they were published, then excoriated 
as having fueled the exodus? Was it that the West Bronx had been so un-
welcoming to minorities for so many years, or simply that the largely hidden 
and long-unaddressed poverty and inequality embodied by institutions such 
as the Bronx Slave Market had finally convulsed an entire part of the city?

The search for explanations was ultimately futile, nor, in any case, could 
a single answer suffice to explain so great a transformation. The West 
Bronx was succumbing to the turbulence rocking urban areas around the 
country during those years, turbulence that sprung from complex forces 
and policies, many of which had been set in place decades earlier. Rising 
expectations among minorities warred with longstanding historical injus-
tice. Newly built suburbs offered a seductive alternative to city dwellers, 
who were quick to abandon their walkups and row houses in response to 
the siren song of emerald lawns, backyard grills, and two-car garages. Gen-
erational changes also played a critical role in remaking places such as the 
West Bronx; the young always yearn to move up and out, and particularly 
in Jewish enclaves, which are famously unstable, the desire to break free of 
the old neighborhood was potent.

For a time, the story seemed to end there, in hopelessness and helpless-
ness. But in yet another turn of the wheel, in a shift that has also echoed 
around the city and the nation, the Grand Concourse and the communities 
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along its edges are being transformed once more. Starting in the 1980s, 
even in the midst of the greatest unrest, the boulevard and the adjacent 
streets began to reclaim some of their old energy and vitality, if not their 
lost grandeur, albeit in a very different accent—often literally. That trans-
formation continues. Many apartments in the boulevard’s handsome Art 
Deco buildings are home to working-class and sometimes middle-class 
African Americans, Latinos, and Asians, who describe their sunken living 
rooms and wraparound windows with the same glowing pride as the Jew-
ish schoolteachers and garment-factory owners who preceded them half a 
century earlier. For the first time in decades, white families are also mak-
ing their home on the boulevard. Apartments along the Grand Concourse 
are growing increasingly desirable—and increasingly pricy.

Members of this new generation of strivers, even some who arrived 
during the street’s most troubled years, use almost exactly the same words 
as their predecessors to articulate their hopes and aspirations, and to ex-
press how living in a place that feels important fuels their dreams. Crime 
in the West Bronx has fallen dramatically, as it has throughout New York 
City, and drugs have loosened their grip on the streets. Though nearly a 
third of the borough still lives below the poverty line, though the world of 
the Grand Concourse is not what it was and the much ballyhooed rebirth 
of the Bronx is often more wishful thinking than reality, many parts of the 
West Bronx pulse with life.

1 • 2
For generations, the story of the Grand Concourse has been told largely 
from the perspective of the upwardly mobile, predominantly Jewish New 
Yorkers who settled the neighborhood between the 1920s and the 1950s. 
This is the audience whose collective heart beats a little faster at the evoca-
tion of all those egg creams and stickball games, the audience that remem-
bers the best of midcentury Bronx—the best of midcentury New York, for 
that matter—and gained strength from coming of age in a cohesive, nur-
turing, and richly textured environment. If any group on the planet would 
like to turn back the clock, it is the children raised in the West Bronx in 
the mid-twentieth century. It is no wonder that the Bronx nostalgia indus-
try is booming and that members of the Bronx Diaspora whose personal 
ads pepper the Web sites and publications that feed this nostalgia seem so 
hungry to reestablish even tenuous connections to their youth.

But the Grand Concourse did not exist in isolation. For uncounted 
blacks and Puerto Ricans, the boulevard was a street on which they almost 
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literally did not dare set foot. Like Bob Gumbs’s uncle, they could never 
dream of renting an apartment along the Grand Concourse until those 
apartments were worthless. Even once they arrived, many of the newcom-
ers were driven there not by choice but by necessity, propelled by indis-
tinct forces that were largely beyond their control. Far more dispropor-
tionately than earlier residents, they suffered from the crime that ravaged 
the neighborhood, even if they were sometimes also its perpetrators. If 
longtime inhabitants saw their living conditions decline, the newcomers 
never knew anything other than decline. They were its primary victims, 
and unlike their predecessors, they had little means of escape.

This book tells the story of the Grand Concourse and the communi-
ties along its flanks, a world of grandeur followed by desolation followed 
by burgeoning optimism, a strivers’ row laid waste by the hidden poverty 
and inequality that existed not far from its borders, a place that despite its 
tumultuous history remains a powerful symbol of the borough’s identity 
even as it struggles to find its footing in a new century.

Though there is no street exactly like the Grand Concourse, the 
changes it experienced were hardly unique. These experiences were shared 
by many U.S. cities during those years, and for that reason the arc trav-
eled by the boulevard and its neighboring communities demonstrates in 
lapidary detail how neighborhoods rise, fall, and struggle to be reborn. In 
part because change washed over the Grand Concourse so quickly and 
dramatically, the boulevard emerged as one of the most potent symbols of 
urban disintegration. Like a specimen in a bell jar, the story of the Grand 
Concourse provides a textbook example of how the American city fared 
in the last half of the twentieth century.

But the Grand Concourse was a unique place, as I discovered when I 
began exploring the history of the boulevard many years ago. Time after 
time, people I interviewed asked me if I wanted to tell the story of the 
Grand Concourse because I had grown up in the neighborhood. I hadn’t, 
I replied, but I wished that I had. This realm held people in a peculiar 
thrall, even those barred from its precincts. When people talk about the 
Grand Concourse, an unexpected note often echoes in their voices. The 
memories are not necessarily sweet; especially for those denied access to 
this world, they are sometimes just the opposite. But invariably the rec-
ollections are vivid and intense, and people are extraordinarily eager to 
convey what it meant to be part of this place, or even to be excluded. For 
good and for ill, this street and all it represented etched lives in deep and 
indelible ways.


